This paper presents new general formulas for calculating the magnetic force between inclined circular filaments placed in any desired position. We use two approaches to calculate the magnetic force, one based on Biot-Savart law and another based on the mutual inductance between these coils. All mathematical procedures are completely described to define coil positions that lead to relatively easy method for calculating the magnetic force between inclined circular filaments in any desired position. Two formulas obtained by the simple integration of different expressions in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind give the same numerical results. The presented methods are understandable, numerically suitable and easy applicable for engineers and physicists. We validated the new formulas through a series of examples, which are presented here.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE magnetic force calculation between coaxial circular filaments has been thoroughly treated by a number of authors since the time of Maxwell [1] - [16] . According to our knowledge up until now there have been few papers or books that deal with the magnetic force calculation between circular coils with parallel or inclined axes [17] - [27] . Today, with powerful numerical methods, such as finite element method (FEM) and boundary element method (BEM), [28] , [29] , it is possible to accurately and rapidly calculate this important physical quantity. Also, this problem can be tackled by semianalytical methods that can considerably reduce the computational time and the enormous mathematical procedures. In this paper, we give the general approach to calculate the magnetic force between inclined circular filaments in any desired positions. We treated the most general case using some elementary mathematical transformations to describe coil positions in different planes. The magnetic force has been obtained by a simple integral whose kernel function contains some combinations of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. We used two approaches to calculate the magnetic force between inclined circular loops one based on Biot-Savart law and another based on the mutual inductance between these loops.
The obtained new formulas for the magnetic force are very suitable for numerical treatment. Presented formulas can be easily used in the calculation of the magnetic force between inclined circular coils of rectangular cross section using the filament method.
II. BASIC EXPRESSIONS
Let's take into consideration two circular filaments as showed in Fig. 1 , where the center of the larger circle (primary coil) of the radius is placed at the plane with the axis of along the axis of this circle. The smaller circle (secondary coil) of the radius is placed in an inclined plane whose general equation is (1) Also, we define the center of the secondary coil in the plane , and a point on this circle, . The coordinates of the point can be given by the couple or where , , [26] . Thus, we define the positions of two coils in 3-D space that will permit us to calculate all necessary parameters in the calculation of the magnetic force between them.
For coils (see Fig. 1 ), we define:
1) The primary coil of radius is placed in the plane with the center at . An arbitrary point of this coil has parametric coordinates (2) 0018-9464/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
2) The differential element of the primary coil is given by (3) 3) The unit vector at the point (center of the secondary coil) laying in the plane , is defined by (4) 4) The unit vector between two points and that are placed in the plane is (5) 5) We define the unit vector as the cross product of the unit vectors and as follows:
6) An arbitrary point of the secondary coil has parametric coordinates (7) This is the well-known parametric equation of circle in 3-D space.
7) The differential element of the secondary coil is given by (8) 
III. CALCULATION METHOD

A. General Case (Biot-Savart Approach)
The magnetic force between two circular filaments can be calculated by the Biot-Savart law [4] (9) where Circular filaments carry corresponding currents and .
-the permeability of free space (vacuum). The magnetic force components in , and directions are given in the final form (See Appendix I) (10) where complete elliptic integral of the first kind [31] , [32] ; complete elliptic integral of the second kind [31] , [32] .
It is necessary to pay attention to possible singular cases. Even though thin circular loops are of negligible cross section, the magnetic force can be singular if loops touch or overlap. In the calculation, some singularities cannot be avoided because they are natural singularities caused by negligible thickness of coils. This is the way all possible singular cases have to be checked and treated carefully to find the corresponding magnetic force. We give special cases to cover all calculation possibilities.
1) Special Cases: a) , (The secondary coil is parallel to the plane ). This special case is not covered by the general case (10) and it is necessary to carefully solve it. For this special case we keep (10) with changes b)
, (The secondary coil is parallel to the plane ). For this special case we keep (10) with changes c) , (The secondary coil is parallel to the plane ). For this special case, we keep (10) with changes
In the case of two coaxial coils (the center of the secondary coil is laying on the axis, ), the magnetic force components are (11)
B. General Case (Mutual Inductance Approach)
The mutual inductance between two inclined circular filaments (see Fig. 1 ) in any desired position can be calculated by [26] (12) where The magnetic force between two inclined circular filaments in any desired position can be calculated by [1] (13) where and are currents in the coils, is their mutual inductance, and or (14) Finding the first derivatives in (14) In the case of two coaxial coils (the center of the secondary coil is laying on the axis, ), the magnetic force components are (16) where
IV. EXAMPLES
To verify the validity of the new formulas, we present the following set of examples.
Example 1: The center of the primary coil of the radius is and the center of the secondary coil of the radius is . The secondary coil is located in the plane . Calculate the magnetic force between coils. All currents are unit. The magnetic force obtained by (15) 
(Mutual inductance approach) is
Example 6: In this example, we calculated the restoring (radial) magnetic force and the propulsive (axial) magnetic force between the primary circular coil and the secondary circular coil with the axial displacement in the function of the distance between planes , [30] . All currents are equal to 1 A.
In this example we have two circular coils with parallel axes. Using the presented methods in this paper we can use either (10) or (15) Table I and Table II for the restoring (radial) and propulsive (axial) force. All results are in an excellent agreement with those obtained by Conway's method.
Example 7: In Table III we give comparative calculation for two unequal loops and with the distance between loops planes as a function of the axial displacement [30] .
For these circular coils we have: ; ; ; ; ; . From this example, we can give some conclusions about possible singularities. The possible singularities could appear in the points where coplanar coils touch ( and ) . In these points, we obtained the values of the magnetic force considerably increased regarding to values for other points of the calculation. Obviously, the numeric calculations in these points can be erroneous because of possible singularities. (See Tables III and IV, we can see that all results are in an excellent agreement when coils are in parallel planes whose distance is infinitesimally small. We have practically two loops in the same plane. To have the exact information about the magnetic force components for loops which are in the same plane where they touch or overlap it is necessary to find limits of these expressions if they exist. Inspecting presented expressions (10) or (15), singularities appear if module for which the elliptic integral of the first kind . In these cases, integrals are not absolutely convergent because of oscillations of the integrand [4] .
Example 8: In the following examples, we verify the validity of each special case obtained by two different approaches.
The center of the primary coil of the radius is and the center of the secondary coil of the radius is . The secondary coil is located in the plane m. Calculate the magnetic force between coils. All currents are unit.
Applying the general case (10) or (15) The special cases (10 (c)) or (15 (c)) are directly included in the general case (10) or (15) .
Example 9: The center of the primary coil of the radius is and the center of the secondary coil of the radius is . The secondary coil is located in the plane m. Calculate the magnetic force between coils. All currents are unit.
Applying the general case (10) or (15), the components of the magnetic force are Applying the special case (10 (b)) or (15 (b) ), , the components of the magnetic force are The special case (10 (b)) or (15 (b)) are directly included in the general case (10) or (15) also.
Example 10: The center of the primary coil of the radius is and the center of the secondary coil of the radius is . The secondary coil is located in the plane m. Calculate the magnetic force between coils. All currents are unit.
This case is singular if the general case (10) or (15) is directly applied. To verify the validity of the special cases (10(a)) or (15(a)), let's put in (10) or (15) and or and . Applying the general case (10) or (15), the components of the magnetic force are Applying directly the special case (10 (a)) or (15 (a)), the components of the magnetic force are Significant figures which agree are bolded. Thus, we confirmed the validity of this singular case (10(a)) or (15(a)). From previous examples, we can conclude that all results obtained by two approaches for calculating the magnetic force between circular loops positioned in any desired position are in an excellent agreement that confirm the validity of both of them. All calculations were executed using Mathematica programming. Both methods presented in this paper give the same numerical results. Also in Matlab programming using Romberg numerical integration both methods give the same numerical results. In all calculations of the magnetic force components, the average computational time was about 0.0075 s. A Mathematica implementation of previous formulas is available from the authors on request.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we give new formulas for calculating the magnetic force between inclined circular filaments placed in any desired positions. The most general formulas are derived either from the mutual inductance between inclined circular filaments placed in any desired position or by direct application of the Biot-Savart law. In order to use new formulas, whose final expressions are given per (10) or per (15) , one needs to provide the radius of the primary and secondary coils, the position of the center of the secondary coil (the primary coil is assumed to be centered at origin), and the plane equation with all unit vectors in which the secondary coil is located. With these parameters, the problem is completely defined. All possible cases were tested with new formulas, and none of them failed. We note that our new formulas are general, very suitable, and easily applicable for engineers and physicists. In these formulas, kernels are relatively simple and expressed by elliptic integrals of the first and second kind so that their integration using Mathematica or Matlab programming is accurate with significantly reduced computational time.
APPENDIX I
In (9) the double cross product gives so that the magnetic force components in , and directions are, where The first integration is made regarding to the variable with substitution [32] , where
The first integration gives where Solving two integrals and using the following transformations [31] , [32] :
we obtain Ix = 4k (2p) 3 In the same way we obtain The magnetic force components in , and directions are given in the final form For the special cases, we use the same reasoning to calculate the three components of the magnetic force as in the general case.
